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Abstract. Solving equations in elementary algebra requires
knowledge or the permitted operations, and knowledge of what
operation to use at a given point in the solution process.
while just these xinds of knowledge would be adequate for an
ideal solver, auman solvets appear to need and use other
kinds of knowledge. First, many errors sees to indicate
that single operations of dlgenra are often represented as
collections of parts silica say nave ihdependent status.
Second, operations seem to be connected, often
inappropriately, with a general scheme for symbol
manipulation. Third, various kinds of knowledge are brought
into pidy to detect erroKs. evidence about the role of
these kinds of knowledge found in the solutions and
comment.; or college students, is discussed, and some
inplications for instruction are considered.

led like to talk about some of the things students know

about solving equations in elementary algebra. Obviously,

successful solvers have to know the legal moves of the

alqebra game, and wnen to Lake thes. But there's apparently

more to solving than that, at least as people play the game:

other kinds of knowledge are involved. I want to discuss

some of this extra knowledge. For evidence and examples

i'll De aravin9 on a set of protocols that John Bernard, Ray

Carry, ana I collectea from college students at the

Univers:a.ty of Telds at Austin.

Tal dolA WdZ L.upportd fay d qrdnt iros tae joint NIE-NSP
progral tot hecedrca on CU4nitIve 1,ruce4ses in Science and
dataeaatics, c.ad by IBA.
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Let's look first at the legal moves solvers have to

know. It appears that some students don't know these as

neat little packets, with each packet holding .a procedure.

They seem to know about a collection of pieces of procednres

that can be put togetner to make legal moves. (At least,

the A2Le is that they can be put together this way.) Here

is au example of this kind of knowledge.

Loox at the errors shown in Figure 1. In eacb case, two

tractional expressions are combined -incorrectly. But the

incorrect combinations are not arbitrary. In fact, as shown

in the Figure, the procedures used in each case can be

dissected into pieces, each of which is found in some

correct procedure for combining fractional exPressions. ?his

suggests that what these students know is not a way to add

tixese expressions, say, but rather a repertoire of

operations that may be drawn on in adding them.

It's int,..reztina that Karen Larkin found the same thing

happening wnen sae studied adults' procedures for doing

arithmetic on fractions (Larkin, 1978). It is plausible

that students carry over to the algebraic combination of

tractional expressions the operations they learned in doing

cir1A1124tIC Qfl ti7,4CtIO1LS.

A queztion is raised by the suggestion that students just

know 1.1eces of procedures. How do we know when the pieces

Gore put together.? It coulu be that at some point in the

3
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x * I x x 1
1.1. 4 mirowdmipm:Amo wommo> .m...m.m.mawmpaimpompann

1 2 . 2

Procedure: Add numerators, as in addition of
fractions wita common denominator. Then ,

place over common denominator.

+ 4n)
2

44(x(2 4 x) 4 2(2 x)(x )

2 * x s 21

Frocedure: convprt all terns to common
denominator of x(2 + x). Then combine
numerators ckcording to tae indicated
operations and place result over common
denominator.

7 - x 3 7 - x 3
... ....... _-> .----___
1 x' 1 - x

Procegure: Coabine numerators and-denominators
according to tae.indicated operation, as in
multiplication.

'4 2 8- 4 -

Procedure: Apply method, tor muitiplicdtion.

Figure 1. Some errors in compining tractions

almaxifo M.111W.Mimmmli.mirMA.O.

past the student (incorrectly) built up a procedure for

combining fractions from disparate pieces, but at the moment

we are matching, this incorrect procedure is neatly

packaged, with the knowledge about the pieces long

forgotten. It would be nice to have more direct evidence

than we do on thiS point. Larkin round changes in the

procdures ulied by & given porson thgt suggest there vas no
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established proCedure available. We collected one protocol

00M.M001.*****MsPP*0...WWW,OMANOMME~M000!**!410.!1=!OMMOIMINUMOMde*IMPIEWOOOMMOW4M.***IMP=WM4110

1 = 1 1 This one I can do. Cross multiply.

3 1 7

1

- = 7
3

MI 411Me

3 7

It doesn't sees to me like thatod be right.

ozt all ri9ht, it's not right.

Figure 2. Protocol showing attempts to combine fractions

ddPpdYOM*MdmllO!!!m.nmmpgdM!O1lP.MMM..phaIMMIMPII~MdlMloAIM.M!.MOMI.IMOOP~!.IMM.f.4M.!4illMPMRIMPO4IMIMIAMII.MIIMIIIPIMW.M
m

fragment, Jhown in Figure 2, that say show an operation on

tractional exprebsions being built. ks shown in Figure 3,

1 1

> 7 +
x 7

1 1

--> -
x 7

11.*

mCross multipliCation" say occur
as part of the addition procedure,
a/b * c/d --> (ad bc) /bd, in which
it is used to form the numerator, or
as d misapplication of the operation
a/b = --> ad = bc, with "="
replaced by "Om.

Invert 4nd vultiply as in division
of tractions.

Figure 3. Analysis of the operatious attempted in Figure 2.

mwm.mmas.mwmimmemompammm.modowampamm.m.mwmiemmalommoom****.ammhim.vmdmmomommimmimanowaw

the procedures the student considered do draw on the

repertoire of pieces of legal operations oa fractions.

bo here's one Kind of extra Knowledge students seem to
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have. They sometimes know pieces of legal stoves, not the

leal Aultes themselves. 01 course, this knowledge is "extra°-

only in the sense that if one did know the legal moves one

wouldn't need this 'other stuff.

A21 12 manip late Eymbols

knother kiad of "extra" knowledge is knowledge about

symbol manipulation. We are accustomed, I think, to deplore

blind symbol manipulation* as an unproductive approach to

mathematics for students. We may perhaps also note (as I

will below) that viewing mathematical operations as just

operations on symbols throws-away redundancy in the system

that can be used to detect errors. But I want to suggest

that seeing algebra .as symbol manipulation is even more

pernicious, in that it actually promotes wrong ideas.

The key notions in symbol manipulation are deletion,

rearrangement, replacement: those are the things you do

vita symbols. Viewing algebra this way, you try to get rid

of things, rearrange, dud replace, until you have "2 =

something" vita no X in the something. What's dangerous, as

opposed to just suboptimal, in this view? It makes salient

those aspects of the operations of algebra that have to do

with deleting, rearranging, and replacing at the expense of

otaer critical 4spects.

Consider deletiou. The cosimon operations that have the

elicct of dittug taings are subtraction and division, as
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* a --> a by subtracting x

as --> x by dividing by a

Figure 4. Subtraction and division as deletions.

Ce
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rrerrrOMMErrrrrrrrarrraMOrrMOMMOMAMMMOMMMMMOMMOMMOMMOrrrarrrerrrrrrarrrrrrrrrarrarrr

illustrated in Pigure 4. In the symbol manipulation view of

algebra, tbese become close companion operations-- they do

*tn.- same thine-- and we sight expect their differences to

be ignored. but that's just what happems-- look at the

MOrrrrrarrrirrirrarrrrrrrrrirrrrarrrrrrrrrrOMMOMMIIMMMMINSMANIMPrObrrerMOMEMMDrailibrrr

2
= 2x --> x = 2 *Could I subtrazt an x from

these ones?*

X 2(x 2(z 2)) = z 2 -->

x 2(x * 2) = 0 "Subtracts

2
X # 3 * x = --> 3 4 =

,12z x + 12
armor = raw.romr.r.

12 12
-->

Figure S. One student's confusion of subtraction and
division, with his comments.

examples in Figure 5.

The confusion may give rise to a generic deletion

oi,eration, that comiaines the features of correct subtraction

and aivision. In the lost three examples in the figure, it

may dppear thcet the student is breaking a basic rule of

algenid, in thdt he is doing aiixerent things to the tiro
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sides a the equation. But given the generic deletion

operatIon, his aLsconception is seen to be qqte different,

and perhaps less basic. He la doing kthe same thing" to both

sides. Bells deleting.

The generic deletion operation can also acm ,t for the .

.10.Irome OP

correct example:

Incorrect examples:
3(x * 3) 3

ax >
ay

2
x + (x + 3)

2

.011.1.4

X 4X
OWEN 0111.1..illmaMe

a

2
x + + 3

...1m) X

z 41. 3

2

Figure 6. simplifying fractional expressions by deleting
elements cosnon to numerator and denominator.

vety common errors hovn in Figure 6. What the students are

doing is deleting tile same thing in numerator and-

denominator, not dividing. Division is just a special case.

Figure 7 shows some examples of correct rearrangement and

replacement of symbols. Let's call this mrecombinationw.

In each case, symbols are counted and replaced by an

expression thdt embodies the identity ot the symbol, and the

count. Well, this useful pattern of recombination seems to

stand out above tAe uetai.Ls, tor some students, liite the
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x X I --w) IX

3x 1 x x
Figure 7. Recombination operations.

PIUS

IMMO.M.M.MOWN smsolmwalra.mmomramowmaismReppomm04neiBMIR

affinity of subtraction and division. The distinction

betdeen addition and multiplication gets lost. Look at the

2 3

* x * 4 x * 3

y yz --> 2yz

2

ID P --> P

x is one-half of x squared*

ax * bx ab --) 2a * 2b * 2x

Figure 8 Recombination confusions.

examples in Figure 8.

In these examples, and the deletion cases discussed

before, it appears that what students know about algebra is

shaped, and in fact distorted, by what they know about

symbol nanipulasion. This view Is consistent with Matz's

proposals (1979) about the origin of errors in algebra

Utz emiAdsize..; the role of internal "critics*

that try to sage sure tndt tbe operations performed are

consisteut vita what the student Anows about the legal

moves. It :.:eess likviy tnot the symbol manipulation model

9
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forms an important part ot the knowledge these critics

eshody,,for some stuaents.

lat La 4nd 0.stakes

The last kind of knowledge that X want to discuss is

itnowledne that's used to detect errors. We can distinguish

two Klaus. First, FLgure 9 shows some remarks that indicate

that. students monitor their progrese as they work on

probless, bein9 sensxtive to some indications that something

say have gone wrong. Secondf'there are a number ot ways

student4 have of checking tneir work. Figure 10 describes

!!!~!!..M. ............. IM.MIMPAME!!-M.M.1&010IMOo&WIMMOMMIOMMIOMOMP&O!MMMONNFM10

Method Number of students (h=34)

substitute answer 14
in equation

Retrace solution or 7
pozt ot solution

Use an inverse operation
(e.g., ikultiply to check
factor.ing)

5

Try a second solution 4
sethod

Other 2

Figure 10. Retaods of checking observed among 34 college students.

......~....pmpepominOw,..wpdmpme.O.MWOMMP!!!OROmoimIMPOMME.M.O ...... Ib
the sothodb we observed students uzing.

Although it's clear thdt many students do have and use

cnowledo about sonitor.t.ny their progress and checking,
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Coaplegity:

1 1 1 1
= - -->Exyz

yzz yzE sa fizz * azy

Legdlity:

"X's going to try a
a different way. I
don't like that. It's
top cosplicated."

21
-- A% 3 --> z = 2... "Take the z over to

this side and brIng
this seven through.
Can't do that."

BgFktracAing:

yz(! R) = fiz(z t 7) -->

yzz -yzR = fizz * Rxy

Lack of solution:

9(z 4(,) = 5(x 40) --) 9 .= 5

Deaa eau:
2
- Ix 3 0

"we're going to
factor outs nay, that
will give se the
thing X started vith"

"Nine equals five
doesn't exist, so I's
going to work out the
problem."

"This one doesn't
seen to factor very
yell. That's vhy, I
sade a mistake."

Figure 9. Eonitoring the progress of the solution process.

f.

nevertheles there are claps in this Knowledge that takes it

less effective than perhaps it might be. What students need

to iov able to do, itcliy oor zitudents, is not so such
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detect au error on a given probles, but rather detect an

error Jai their procedure tor solution. Unfortunately, the

checking methods students nse are not well adapted to use

for tuis Kind of Knowledge refinement. The retracing 'method

won't detect stable, conceptual errors. The substitution

method can't be used until an answer is obtained* and won't

pinpolat which step in a solution is raulty. What's needed

is 4 method that can detect staple errors, but unlike the

substitution setuod can be used in the middle of tue

solution process to give' feedbeck on a single doubtful

step.

So students do have Knowledge they cin use to detect

errors. But their knowledge is not well tailored to their

needs.

Implacations

We've now talked about three kinds of knowledge students

seem to have, auove dad beyona the obviously necessary:

.)Taey know about the legal moves, but not always the

moves themselves

.)They know things about syvbol uanipulation that say

sinlead thee about algebrd

.)Tuey xaow some war: to detect their own errors
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These points are perhaps interesting from a natural:

history standpoint but they have iiplications for pedagogy

as well.

Let's go back to knowing pieces of legal itoves. Given

that students look on operations on fractions as collections

of more or less familiar pieces whose specific combinations

are poorly understood, maybe we can help then vith the

specifIc problem Gf xek.ping track of what pieces go with

which operation. One way to do this is to learn a couple of

simple examples as patterns, like one-half plus

one-quarter. Figure 11 shows how this pattern can be used

OMOMMIUDND ...mommaIR..ElMa.0.1.A.

Pattern: 1 3
. + . __> _
2 4 4

OWOMPONO.111.14.m4PmmemMilwIMIMMAmMWMIli!ilOMMW!

Pgoceilure: Add numerators, place over common denominators,
as In

Test:

1 2

1 1 1 4 1 2 3
4 - __> __ - - not = -

2 4 4 4 4

Figure 11. Testing a procedure for combining fractions.

mmwwmrmomnm..wmimrtmpammmwmm.mme4mVilqOpdIMAmOWMM.Iw!dllO.mmmmamOAmmmmmammoOPwwwp.wm.Wwomgiwem.maMmdmimmmmmimliwpaoqmrom.mwmrem

to detect one of the errors in Fiyuv.e 1.

Let's look more closely at how this use of patterns

VOL 1LS Az snown in Fiyure 12, the student sets up the

13
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41.1.1.0.01.0.01pOWOOMPIMMEMMAPO41.11.1....

Domain of symbols and I Domain of numbers and
operations on them. I and operations on them.

1/2 represents onehall
. 1

.represents onequarter

procedure
under test......represents. ..... addition

result of
procedure,

:.t/4....should represent . .... three quarters

Figure 12. Logic of test snown in Figure 11.

.......m...m.....1.......qmoamammpaimmamowwwmommimemompleammwdmibmwm.mm:mwemommompmftomumw mlma.mOMMP

operoinde, 1/2 and 1/4, and applies the procedure that is to

be tested. The result is 2/4. Now this system, of

operands procedure, ana result, is irredundant: there's no

way to tell what the result should be, so there's no way to

tell whether the proceuure is correct. What has to be added

is relation between this system and actual numbers, as

opposed to written symbols. The ob3ects in the symbol

domain represent numbers, and the symbolic procedure is

supposed to represent addition. Now the system is

redundant. The result of applying the procedure has to

represent the result ot adding In the number domain. But it

doesn't, so the procedure is wrong.

it we now turn to the errors spawned by the

symbol-Ranipulation view pot algebra, we find that the sane

general idea of merffrnation can be used to expose these.
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Dosain oL symool
strings.

Delwin of
calculations1

y * zy_...... represents... .....

Zyz represents

.Multiply y and z
and add y.

multiply 2, y, z.

For y=2 and z=3,
the first calculation
gives 8, while the
second gives 12.
They are therefore
not equivalent.

rigure 13. Detecting a recombination errors

ANN INIM.1111. wramwmpAmmanammomr.w.m.mw......m...mammimmmomMemas.maimemmirmirdImilm.m.amdmwOmemembomwmp4mdmallibmwMon.

The analysis is shown in Figure 13. In this case, the

problem is to tell whether two expressions, which through a

recombination confusion might be thought equivalent, really

are equivalent. As symnol strings, there's no way to know

whether y + yz and 2yz can be regarded as equivalent or

not. JUt the expresslons Etaugta other things, juAt as

1/2 rcJplesunts 4 nusaer. An expression represents a

calculation, a recipe for combining numerical ingredients

arithmetically. For example, y + yz represents a

calcuidtion which sight otherwise be expressed as ofiultiply

y and z, and add y."' Two calculations are equivalent just

wilea Lucy always qive tae same result for the same

IngLedlentz. eut thiti gives a simple way to tell whether

two calcuidATenc are equivitient: just carry them out on the

1,4se .ingrwtlients ana compare the results. Sometimes
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different calculations will look the sane for a few cases,

but it, two calculations agree in two cases without a lot of

zeroes and ones in the ingredients they probably are

equivalent.

This comparison method tor calculations nom allows us to

tell dhether two expiessions are equivalent, as 'shown in the

figLre. Putting the representation relations in, this system

maks a.t redundant in just the same way as in the case of

operations on fractions.

NOI1 we've made some suggestions &bout the first two kinds

of knowledge we're considering: knowing pieces of

proceduress_and knowing how to manipulate symbols. Eat in

fact this has led us to talk about the third kind of

knowledge, Knowing how to detect errors. In fact the

caeciting procedure we've just been discussing is just the

sort of procedure we argued students don't know and should.

xhis procedure -- let's call it "trial evaluation" can

detect both stable and unstable errors, and can be used to

evaluate a sinyie step in tne middle of a solution. It can

test. tae validity of any step that can involves the

replacc.lent of an express1on by an equivalent one, kind most

steps have that character.

If students knew about trial evaluation, would they use

it? 'That remains to be seen. Students often express doubt

about the correctness of steps. but they don't know what to

do about the doubt. One student's views are given in Figure
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i.aperimenter:

Student:

Experiaenter:,

Student:

Experizenter:

Student:

Is there a rule you could tell se that
would tell se, that would tell se when
I could cancel sosething of that sort...?

That I could tell you, that I could tell
you, no. The book could tell you, yes.

I sean apart from asking someone if
there is any way that I could figure out
whether a particular thing that I's doing
would he correct or whether it wunldn't
be? Can you give se any advice along
'Lose lines? ,

It's always safe to ask the teacher if
you don't know sosething. maybe consult
a friend who is Ewing well in the subject
or knows what he's doing.

If l's all by myself in.a locked room or
soaething is there some way I could
figure it out, like is there sose way I
could relate it to other things that I
might know about algebra, or do I have
to, you know, dre the rules just things
that you have to know or...

You're going to have to know the rules.

Figure 14. A conversation about checking knowledge.

amPlftml~mmomMmOlmAMPAIMM.1104111.4.400.1401.1mmdialm.e..MAIM.W.R......10.1.414.0.1.41110..!....

14. Trial evaluation may help.

Medninq

The argonaut for trial evaluation, or for using patterns

to check operations

fora: if students

sanipulate they

on fractions, happens to fit a fasillar

knew the meaning of the things they

could avoid sistaxes. But I think it is

impurtant aot to put the case this way. It suggests that
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oseaniago is some generally good thing that we should

exploitcand perhaps there are many ways to do that. One

sight try (IS we have) to convey "'meaning"' by teaching the

sathematical abstractions, like adistributivitya, that

describe arithmetic. But in fact this knowledge cannot be

used in a practical procedure to coapare two expressions,

and wuat is- important is not "meanings bat lan a let* yo

do. eaning", doesn't make trial evaluation good; rather,,

trial evaluation is one thing that saxes meaning good.
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